Improve each sentence by crossing out the words in bold and replacing them with a word from the word list. Write the word on the line.

**Word list:** attic - belong - rattle - suffer - elect - offer - paste - protect

1. The monkey grabbed the bars of his cage, and **shook** ______________ them.

2. She mixed the powder in water to make a thick **substance** ______________.

3. Her classmates **chose** ______________ her president of the student council.

4. This store has **been the property of** ______________ to our family for three generations.

5. The children were wearing heavy jackets, hats and wool mittens to **insulate** ______________ themselves from the severe cold.

6. The store **presents** ______________ a 25% discount on all clothing bought before midnight tonight.

7. Hundreds of excited teenagers **endured** ______________ cold wind and rain to attend the concert.

8. Tom climbed the stairs up to the **room below the roof** ______________.
Improve each sentence by crossing out the words in bold and replacing them with a word from the word list. Write the word on the line.

Word list: attic - belong - rattle - suffer - elect - offer - paste - protect

1. The monkey grabbed the bars of his cage, and **shook** rattled them.

2. She mixed the powder in water to make a thick **substance** paste.

3. Her classmates **chose** elected her president of the student council.

4. This store has **been the property of** belonged to our family for three generations.

5. The children were wearing heavy jackets, hats and wool mittens to **insulate** protect themselves from the severe cold.

6. The store **presents** offers a 25% discount on all clothing bought before midnight tonight.

7. Hundreds of excited teenagers **endured** suffered cold wind and rain to attend the concert.

8. Tom climbed the stairs up to the **room below the roof** attic.